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END.OF-YEAR EXAMINATIONS 2018

SECONDARY TWO
EXPRESS

MATHEMATICS 4048
PAPER ONE

t hours 15 minutes

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your index number and name on all the work you hand in.
Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use an HB pencilfor any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or correction fluid.

Answer all questions.
lf working is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer.
Omission of essentialworking will result in loss of marks.
The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate.
lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact,
give your answer to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal
place.
Fot n, use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question
in terms of z.

At the end of the examinations, fasten your work securely together.
The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each
question or part question.
The total of the marks for this paper is 60.
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Anglo-Chinese School (Buker Road.)

Mathematical Formulae

Contpound Interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

rotal amount= r(r.#)'

Curved Surface areaof cone = trl

Surface area ofa sphere -4fir2

Volume of a cone =L rr'h

Volume of a sphere =!rr'

Area of a triangle = laDsinC
2

Arc length = r0 ,where d is in radians

Sector area =lU, ,where g is in radians

abc
sinl sin.B sinC

a' =b? +cz -ZbccosA

Mean =

Standard deviation =

U
Zr

'Zf*' (y-t In')'t)

2
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.Anglo-Chtnese School (Barlcer Road)

F-tmtner's

Secondul'2 Eryress
Mathematics Syllabus 4048 Paper lJ

I Estimate correct to 1 signiflcant figure, the value of
0.049608x 599.867

0.01965

Answer 12)

2 Simplifu (3x- !(x - 6)- xQx - g .

Answer t2l

3 Factorise completely
(a) 72x2 -2lx+9,

Answer (b) 12)

(b) l5ax-l0ay -Zlbx+l4by.

Answer (c) l2l

6
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Anglo-Chinese School (Bo'kzr Road)
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Exminer's

Use

4 Petrol costs.x cents per litre. Mr Yip intends to take a road trip during the

holidays. Find an expression for the number of litres of petrol that can be

bought fory dollars.

Answer litres l2l

5 The average capaoity of a memory card in a tligital camera is l0 GB and

each digital photo takes up to 1.3 MB on average. If a salesman claims
that the memory card can store more than 7000 photos, is his claim true?
Justify your answer with clear working.
(lGB: l0e B, lMB =1068)

Answer

121

6 Given that 2n *Jl*2-s =7, find the value of n.

Answer 12)

4 Secondam 2 Eqress
Mathematics Syllabus 4MB Pqer I
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5 Second*y 2 Eryress
Mathematics Syllabus 4048 Paper I

7 (a) Express 12600 as a product of its prime factors.

Answer (a) tll

(b) Giventhat 14700 =22 x3x52 x T2.Thegreatestnumberthatwill
divide 12600,14700 and x exactly is 70. What are the least possible
values of x.

Answer (b) L2l

8 Tom, Sam and Matt compete one lap of a circular track in 12,15 and
18 minutes respectively. They start together. They run in the same

direction and maintain the same lap times.
How many more laps will Tom have completed than Matt when all three
of them next meet on the starting line together?

Answer t3l

I
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Ewiner's

Secondary 2 Eryress
Mathematia Syllabus 404E Paper I

I

,:

.;s

6

9 (a) Solve the inequality -3 <3x+3 .4*:9 .

2

Answer (a) t2l

(b) Represent the solution set in (a) on the number line below

Ansn*er trl

0

10 P is directly proportional to the square of r and P = 200 when r: 5.
(a) Express the P in terms of r.

Answer (a) trl

(b) When r is increasedby 300%, find the percentage increase in P

Ans,ver (b) % 121

9
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.Anglo-Chinese School (Barl<er Road)
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Use

11 [n the diagram, AB : 8 cm, AC: 10 cm, BC : 6 cm, BC : CD and ACD
is a straight line

B

8

A 10 cm C

(a) Explain why ZABC is a right angle.

Answer

tll

(b) Without finding any angle, find the area of LBCD

Ansu,er (b) cm2 12)

(c) Write down exact value of cos ZBCD

Answer (c) trl

6cm

7 Secondaty 2 Eryress
Mathematics Syllabus 404E Paper I
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I:xanincr's

Secondar.v 2 Eqress
Mathematics Syllabus 4048 Paper I

8

12 A construction company use the following container for sand.

1
h m

,l

t:
I
I
I

I

4m

I
The container is made up of a cylinder on top of a cone. The cylinder has

a radius of 3m and a height of ft m. The cone has a base radius of 3m and

a verrical height of 4m.

The container is initially empty and is then filled with sand from the top
at a constant rate.

After 5 hours, the depth of the sand is 6m above the vertex of the cone.

After t hours, the container is full of sand.

Find the value of ft. Give your answer as correct to two decimal places.

You must show all your working

Answer m t4l

11
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Secondary 2 Express
Mathematics Syllabus 4048 Paper I

Ft

Use

13 (a) Express x2 +l4x+ 18 in the form (x + o)' - t .

Answer (a) tzl

(b) Hence, solve x2 +14.r+18:0. Give your answers correct to 2
decimal places.

Answer (b) x: or 12)

14 Solve 7a2 -28a=O

Answer a: t2)or

12
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Ftaminet's

15 An area of 2160 km2 is represented on map by an area of 60 cm2.

Find
(a) the scale on the map in the form t : n,

Answer (a) tll

(b) the length of a road on the map, in cm with an actual distance of
27 krrl.

Answer (b) cm tll

16 On a particular day, the temperature at the summit of Mount Snowy was

-15'C and the temperature at the foot of the mountain was 20'C .

(a) Find the difference between these two temperature.

Answer (a) c tll

The height of Mount Snowy is 2655 m. Shaun thinks that at 1400 m,
temperature will be at 0'C .

(b) Do you agree with him? Explain your answer.

Answer (b)

l2l

(c) Identifu one assumption that was made in (b)

Answer (c)

tll

1;

Secondary 2 Eryress
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Secondat'y 2 Eryress
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17 Sirnplifu
(a) I

64
l8x

)

Answer (a) 12)

(b)
a4
5A

10r:r,

27a-2
l-' 

l5b-t '

Answer (b) l2l

(c) x 2

i4 2-x

Answer (c) t3l

14
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For

Use

lE Noah went kite flying at Marina Bay. He stands at position G on the
ground and releases 200 m of string to fly the kite to position ?. The

string G7makes an angle of 40" with the ground.

T F

200

ground

(a) How high is the kite vertically above the ground assuming that the
string is taut?

Answer (a) m l2l

(b) The wind becomes stronger and the kite is carried 60 m horizontally
further away from point T to point F. Noah releases more string,
maintaining the height of the kite above the ground.

Calculate the length of the string GF.

Answer (b) ln 13l

(c) Calculate the angle that the string GFnow makes with the ground.

Answer

END OF PAPER
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Anglo-Chinese School
(Barker Road)

END.OF.YEAR EXAMINATIONS 201 8

SECONDARY TWO
EXPRESS

MATHEMATICS 4048
PAPER TWO

{ hours 15 minutes

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your index number and name on allthe work you hand in
Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or correction fluid.

Answer all questions.
lf working is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer.
Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.
The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate.
lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact,
give your answer to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal
place.
Fot r, use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question requires the answer
in terms of n.

At the end of the examinations, fasten your work securely together.
The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question
The total of the marks for this paper is 60. I

'.1
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Compound Interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Curved Surface area of cone = zrl

Surface area ofa sphere =4trz

Mathematical Formulae

Mean =

rotal amount=r(r.#)'

I
Volume of a cone --ltrr'h

Ĵ

Zr,-
Zr

.Anglo-Chinese School (Barlcr Road)

Secondary 2 Eryress
Martematics Syllabus 1048 Pqer 2

Volume of a sphere =
?fir'

ab c

sinl sin.B sinC

ct' :b' +c2 -LbccosA

4
;J

Area of a triangle = I ab sin C
2

Arc length = rd , where 0 is in radians

L^
Sector area = ,r'e , where I is in radians

Standard deviation =
(Zt.,\'-tFlf

2

18
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I Marcus invested 55000 in a bank at an interest rate of 2.5Yo compounded annually.

(a) Find the total amount he had at the end of second year.

Anglo-Chinese School (Barker Road)

121

7

At the end of second year, Marcus withdrew all the money in the bank and invested it into

another bank which offered simple interest ratp of 8o/o per annum.

(b) Find the minimum number of years he had to leave the money in the bank in order

for it to be more than $10 000. t3l

(a) Using the information shown in the diagrams, write down two equations in x andy. t2)

(b) Solve these equations to find the values of x and y. t3l

Secondary 2 Express

Mathematics Syllabw 4048 Paper 2
J

108

(3"r + 13)
(sy - ta)'

108 0

19
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3 The terms T1,72,T3,T4,Ts of a sequence are given as follows:

Tt =l=l
Tt =3 =l+2
Tt =6=l+2+3
4 = l0 --l+2+3+4
Ts =15=l+2+3+4+5

(a) Write down the next two terms, Tu and 7, in the sequence

1,3,6,10, 15,......

Anglo-Chinese School (Barker Road)

t1l

tll

lll

tll

121

(b) The nth term in the sequence is given by T, = ! n@ +1) .

Explain briefly wh 200 is not in the sequence.

(c) Use the formula to find {oo

(d) Use your answerto part (c) to fmd 5 + 10 + 15 + ...... + 500.

(e) Hence find the sum of all the whole numbers from I to 500 which are not multiples
of 5.

4 (a) In a departmental store, the selling price of a shirt was decreased by 25% during
sale.

(i) If the price of the shirt was $98.80 at first, what was its price during the sale? tll

(iD During the sale for every 2 shirts that a customer purchase, the customer was

entitled to purchase a 'purchase with purchase'(PWP) item.
The item the customer is able to purchase is a limited edition golf umbrella at

a PWP price of $9.20.

Mr Lim purchased n shins during the sale and paid 9472.20 in total
including all his entitlements PWP items. Find the value of n. l3l

(b) (r) Given that {= {all triangles},,4 : {isosceles hiangles},

B: {equilateral triangles} and C: {right-angled triangles}.
Draw a Venn diagram representing the sets € , A, B and C.

(ii) A triangle has sides 7 crn,24 cm and 25 cm. On the same Venn diagram in
(bxi), mark and label the point T to represent this triangle. t1l

Secondaty 2 Eryress
Mathematics Syllabus 4048 Pqer 2

t2l

4

20
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5 (a) Solve the equation

Anglo-Chinese School ( Bu'ker Road)

t2)

Lzl

t3l

4x-3 x+2 5

632
t3l

(b) (i)

(ii)

Factorise 2x2 -32y2.

Hence simpliff

Lxy +2x2
2x' -3212'

(") Make x the subject of the formula.

y=

6 Isaac is planning a cycling expedition. He explores two possible routes.

(a) If he travels on route A, which is 120 km long, he expects to cover x km

per hour. Route B, which is 5 km shorter than route A, has more

challenging terrain and he would only be able to cover (x - 2) km per hour

Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the time he expects to take on

(i) route A,
(ii) route B.

(b) He estimates that route A will take 40 minutes less than route B. Fonn an

equation in x and show that it reduces to 2x2 +llx -720 = 0 .

(c) Solve the equation Zxz +llx -720 = 0, give your answers correct to 3
decimal places.

(d) Calculate the time, in hours and minutes, that he expects to take on route B.

tll
tll

5

t3l

t3I

l2l

Secoda1v 2 Eqress
Mathematics Syllabts 1M8 Poper 2
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Anglo-Chinese School (Barker Road)

7 In the diagtam, P, Q and.R represent three islands.

PQ is 72 km. The bearing of Q from P is 336o. PR is 37 km. The bearing of .R from P is 0400.

S is due west of R.

72 R

37

P

(a) Calculate

(i) the bearing of P from Q,
(ii) the distance QR,
(iii) the distance RS.

(b) A helicopter is flying 5 km vertically above Island S. A boat is sailing along PR.

Find the greatest angle of elevation of the top of the helicopter from the boat.

Seconday 2 Eryress
Mathematiu Syllabus 4048 Pqer 2

tll
t3l
l2l

t4l

6

22
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8 Josh and Seth plan to travel from Liverpool to Newcastle. They need to be in

Newcastle by 2.00 p.m. and can travel by train or bus. They plan to keep their

travelling time and cost to the minimum.

Information that Josh and Seth need is in the table below.

(a) Calculate the time taken for the ffain journey.

(b) Showing all your reasoning and calculations for cost and time, how will you

recommend the departure time and mode of transport from Liverpool to

Newcastle?

Part of train timetable

Liverpool (depart) 09 25 t0 15 11 05 l2 00

* Train fare from Liverpool to Newcastle is $52 for one person.

t Train journey from Liverpool to Newcastle is 195 km

t Average train speed is 60 km/h

Part of bus timetable

END OF PAPER

Anglo-Chinese School ( Barl<er Road)

t2)

t5l

Secondary 2 Eqress
Mathematics Sl,llabw 4048 Paper 2

7

Depart Liverpool 07 5s 08 15 09 00

vla Middlebrough Manchester Leeds

Arrive Newcastle t2 45 l3 30 14 45

Expected average speed of bus on this journey is 35 miles per hour.

The bus fare is charged based on the distance travelled:

$0.15 per kilometre.

I kilometre is equivalent to 0.62 mile.

23
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Marking Scheme
Secondary 2 Express Paper I
End of Year Exams 2018

Anglo-Chinese School
(Barker Road)

Qn Steps/Answer

I 0.049608x 599.867

0.0r965
0.050 x 600

0.020
= 1500

= 2000 (l s0

2 l- x(3x - a)

3x2 -l8x -5; + 30 - 3x2 + 4x r}
= 30 - 19.x -{xgI r\A

3 (a) l2x2 -2lx+9 -ffi? Ln
= 3(4x -3)(x -l) \\, Eff#fll''*Ul-'il*&* L lf ^^

(b) lSax -l$ay -Zlbx + \) II v -6oJ
"J/ ,1> V .'gb-

G>\\ ^^\'t -
4

f a'1u#e*
-\*t-

b

\)..> J u1o\v - 
^,,,${"

5 l0
1.3 x

His claini is true.

25

---'- \ \

= (5a-7b[3t\?y) \*7rr
\ tl\ <:-J;

i#..\\\7^%.,-e
wY(sNt
:7692re@0'
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Anglo-Chinese School
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Qn Steps/Answer

6 n+1+s
2 2 _10

n+1+5=0
2

_tn=-J-
2

7 (a) 12600 =23 x32 x52 x7

(b) 70,490

#,
8 LCM (12,15,18):180 minutes g\ d t t

wnry) ,.r\
l8o 

= to
18 ca U [u*o"-
rsr\o={ N\ <\J/ ^6*,\\ nf |t*

9 (a) f=\{ffio s?"

N\XffiS
* 

tt$o.'
^({ \

o)

,0,

1.5
\?''

l0 (a) P=lvz
P =8r2

(b) Pn* =8(4r)'z
: l6V
Percentage increase

:l6P-Pr100
P

= 1500%o

26
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Marking Scheme
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Anglo-Chinese School

Qn Steps/Answer

1l (a) Since 62 +82 = 102, by converse of
Pythagoras Theorem, ABC is a right angle
triansle, anele ABC is a risht angle

(b)
Area = lroxoll

2"" 5

=14.4

(c) cosZBCD

J

5 ,^\
-4 *L,,/

12 !,o*Q)',a r X#
= lZn fl "-c I (.
,"Q)' '(o-+) fl \\ryfi 'ff' 

I I
*rrJ

:18n ,+\\ \\ t I {I -.'B\
lltt+ l1n - ( T i ^,16u"30n f \ *,-l)-"-,",-((

- -. t]c-

rr&\?Vos" o(
CIQ

!1

ts+a \\ \ \ \\l-({}}\).,^6p'
a:}4e>Jil;a44116,\'{o'''\a+w{*l*\ff *a$ra\}
\4F712@4,"V-
d\fu;i{ril, A\$\\}*
/, : {.FP&f}'

l3 (a) (x+)j{'- 72 +18

: (r+ 7)2 -31

(b) (x +7)2 - 3l =0

(x+7)2 =31

(x+7) =+Ji
-1.43 or12.57

t4 7a(a- 4) = 0

a=0 or4

27
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Qn Steps/Answer

ls (a) I :600000

(b) 27

6

= 4.5 cm

16 (a) 35" C

(b)
zo'C -1400 ,.zs

2655

=1.544 n
=1.5" C &J
Disagree as temperature is 1.5'C ,frr\v*4 I tfg,

(c) Assume constant rate of decreassqf . &
temperature as yourno* ua tt"T&rfit# .S

-*'.\\ \\-s , l ll ^At7 (a) 1

=[#)'
\(\

U
,v

*1f+\\ffi"f\ s?
\J

J-"- \)Y .-ad( . \}$}
(b)

ffi^ffi-
6a-tb2

adS)*

at
=-

6b3

l

28
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Qn Steps/Answer

t7 (c)

f 4- 2-x
2x

x2I 

-+-
x'-4 x-2
I+ x +2)

x +2)

+2)
3x+ 4

18 (a) Let hbe the height of kite above ground

sin4o" - h

200 n
h =200sin40" -tg,h =129 r}l-l

"t #I ,\?f;
LetXbe a point directly below ( \ *S I l-L(b)

cos4o' =GX -.- fl \\"ry200 )\\ \\ I
F I V -^tl

( t*----"t\J / ,I ^a6u*
cx = 2o(ces\o' Yl ) --,-=,(( v

.. tD-
,qrG(z&tw 0f fi

(\
I ff-;KYJ XC?d\Y,# NY

|r5- 6\\\u -,\\*-
c)( .mffi{dtsb*i{S*switrr

-zqqgdFor

2mffi4tr +60

200cos40"+60

200sin40'
Q=

0 =31.1"

i
a.!

29
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5
'-","i"..n

I (a)
5ooo(l * 2'5 )'' 100'
=$5253. I 3

(b)
5253.13+5253.13x 

8 *n>10000
100

5253.13x 
X *n >4746.87

100

4746.87n>
5253.13x 

I
100 _o

n >71.3 -t ffi
n =12 .F 7

I ,Sd,:I T:
2 (a) 2x+y+110=180 \\q h&.JT

2x+ y =79 .-*\\\ \\ O:'ii:' tr$ir-\\ )j T V
^f!$-3x + I 3 + l,.{ 4 +.3utr8}I\40::./ o V o$s*3rfry=?t\\ {--// _ G, \\ -.{1 "fl \\ I u,**^(riv ^tt

(b) fl P,*A{Q +-(1) 
-(cl) Va\\Y \tpY

"Ir.-{/\}17-l4.\( 
* 

. rNFo
\3r}s(70 TerI\BP- .ot{ \,1ry*lwp* .",a\Y*
\Y*gl,r* ..Ae \l
y\21 .^&tr-

\*Y#
J (a) 21,28

(b)

)"fu*r)=2oo
n'+n=4oo
n'+n-400=0
n=19.5,-20.5
n is not an integer

(c) 5050

(d) 5+10+15+......+500

30
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2(t'-l6y')

2(x+4y)(x-4y)

:5(1 +2+3+......+100)
:5(5050)
:25250

(e) TsN -25250

1
2

(soo)(soo +t)-zszso

=100000

4 (a) (i) $98.80x75%
= $74.10

(a) (ii) For n shirts, number of PWP item
purchased

=lx$e.20

=$(4.6n) Lw \_^
Amount spent on n shirts -rt i.l ,\&t
= fr74.1n) fi ci i{ f..
4.6n+74.1n=472.2 fi \\ " ry!ry Io*r*,
78.7n=472.2 rI)\\ \ \ I' U ^3\n=6 ( L*-.\\J / r , *6U"

(b) (i)

(iD

E
5

a_t
(

rV

-"t-

v
c1

tp*

\5\*
5 (a) 4x-3 x+2 5+-=-632

4x -3+2(x + 2) = 3(5)

4x -3 +2x + 4 =15
6x =14

7

3

(b) (i) zx2 -32y2

31
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(b) (i0

Marking Scheme
Secondary 2 Express Paper 2
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8ry +2x2

2x2 -32y2
+J
-4y

4

+4
x

(c)

px -1
4x2

v

Pryz -Y'=4x
P42 -4x= Yz

x(py' - 4)= y' n
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8 (a) . l9s
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= 3.25h AI

(b) Cost by train

=52x2
= $104 BI
To travel by train, they can choose to
depart at0925 or 1015 in orderto reach
by 2pm.

BI Two timings for them to
choose by train

.*,.
Travelling by bus (08 l5 dep time) r
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